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LEGAL DISCLAIMER

It is our utmost desire that the information given in this white paper is
accurate, and up to date, and all the products, services, technical architecture,
token distribution, and company timeline; all these materials could have
changed without any notice, and they can never be considered a binding
agreement of the professional advice. The whitepaper does not bind any
individual to enter into any contract or any binding legal commitment to the
contribution. This white paper also does not make up any form or any part of
any opinion which can be considered advice, or which can sell, or which can
solicit any offer by FUEL TOKEN to purchase our token nor shall it be
considered a part of any effect which can be used for the formation of contract
or investment decision. This white paper also does not have any capacity to
bind any person to enter any agreement or consider it a binding legal
commitment to the contribution of the white paper.
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FUEL TOKEN is based on Binance Smart Chain BSC(BEP20). This ecosystem is
based upon automatic Rewards and LP Acquisition. LP Acquisition is
advantageous in cryptocurrency as it generates rewards by holding the coin and
generates passive income. FUEL TOKEN has been structured to become a world’s
leading safe-haven tokenized store of value. FUEL TOKEN provides a global
payment system to be accepted at gas stations all around the world. Merchants can
enable FUEL TOKEN acceptance anywhere they currently receive payments,
whether in-store, online or in their FUEL mobile app. 
By issuing a petroleum-supported token, FUEL TOKEN will open the use of
digital currencies to a significant portion of the global trade and financial markets
that have previously shied away from full-scale adoption. FUEL TOKEN fully
supports the use of a public blockchain as a means to facilitate private exchange
and fundamentally believes that blockchain technology will permeate the transfer
of data and value over the coming years and decades.
Every transaction in the FUEL TOKEN protocol leads to the automated creation of
liquidity within PancakeSwap LP. PancackSwap is a decentralized exchange
running on Chain and has a lot of features such as yield farming, liquidity provider
profit in liquidity token, etc. Its automated market maker (“PMM”) allows two
tokens to be exchanged on the Binance Smart Chain. This is advantageous for
long-term participants and helps to keep the community informed and rewarded.

INTRODUCTION
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VISION 
FUEL TOKEN will be used as a global payment system to be accepted at gas
stations all around the world. FUEL’s technology will allow instant digital
payments at gas pumps everywhere through our mobile app. Our plan is for FUEL
TOKEN to be transacted at a lower rate than any merchant credit or debit card
purchases. This makes our token much more attractive to owners of gasoline
companies by increasing their overall net profits.

FUEL will be a Universal Token available and traded throughout all major crypto
networks. Initially started on the Binance Smart Chain (BNB) through
PancakeSwap, FUEL will become a true universally traded token with limited
supply spread out over more networks than any other token in the world such as
ETH, Polygon/Matic, Ripple/XRP, Hyperledger, Tezos, Steller, Corda & so many
more with seamless cross-chain conversions with our future developed a platform.
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BINANCE SMART CHAIN

Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is a high-end blockchain infrastructure created by
Binance, one of the world leaders in providing blockchain solutions. Binance
Smart Chain was designed to fulfill the same purposes as Ethereum - the ability
to launch tokens, smart contracts, and decentralized applications - but with much
better efficiency. While the Ethereum network uses a token format called ERC-
20, the BSC blockchain has its original, innovative token format: BEP-20.
Tokens utilizing the BEP-20 format can be purchased, sold, and transferred with
fees that can be 30-100x lower compared to Ethereum fees. Not only the fees but
also the transaction times of Binance Smart Chain are much lower than
Ethereum’s. Overall, BSC is simply a much more effective solution than ETH.
Since the  FUEL TOKEN is an ecologically oriented project, choosing the more
energy-efficient solution was the obvious choice to make.
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ECOSYSTEM
FUEL TOKEN is a decentralized finance (DeFi) token on the Binance with the
function of yield farming, Reflection, liquidity provider profit in liquidity token etc.
It’s automated market maker (“PMM”) allows two tokens to be exchanged on the
Binance Smart Chain. Thes functions work together to overcome messy problems
caused by farming rewards, and price fluctuations. That it is nearing the Binance user
ceiling and its growth is unsustainable. We believe that FUEL TOKEN will see
exponential growth, just as FUEL TOKEN has, and FUEL TOKEN hopes to generate
immense value for our community by taking advantage of this opportunity.

REFLECTION
REFLECTION also known as static rewards, aims to prevent price collapses and

valuation bubble busts caused by liquidity provider (LP) farming rewards. 

 During larger collapses, this automatic liquidity pool offers stability. When

whales sell big positions, automatic LP keeps the price from fluctuating too

much.

REFLECTION LP ACQUISITION



LIQUIDITY
A liquidity pool (LP) is another structure that powers decentralized finance,
allowing users to enjoy all the services they provide. Liquidity pools are
collections of crypto assets, funds, or tokens, locked in a smart contract. FUEL
TOKEN is providing its investors with 100 years of locked liquidity. They
promote efficient decentralized lending and trading while enabling investors to
receive returns on their holdings in Defi. In simpler terms, they are AMMs that
offer liquidity to help an asset avoid significant fluctuations.

An investor must deposit two crypto assets into the pool to offer liquidity. The
value of the two assets must be equal when the investor places them. The AMM
algorithm helps maintain the asset-price-volume pair balance; this helps keep price
swings to a minimum during transactions. The AMM algorithm creates an
opportunity cost, called impermanent loss.

Like the case of yield farming, liquidity providers receive rewards in terms of a
portion of the transaction fees.
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ADDITIONAL INCENTIVES

Audit & KYC by Coinsult 
Anti-Rug (Vesting) System 
Only 100 Million Supply 
100% locked liquidity for 100 years
100% Percent of Pre-Sale Liquidity Raised 
Cash Back Rewards from affiliating gas stations 
Huge Marketing budget 
CMC & GC Fast Track 
Strong Community 
Metamask, Trust Wallet, BSC Wallet, Wallet Connect 
Constantly growing wallets
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REFLECTION
3%

LIQUIDITY
3%

MARKETING
2%

BUYBACK
1%

TOKENOMICS
Total supply  100,000,000

REFLECTION - 3%
LIQUIDITY     - 3%
MARKETING - 2%
BUYBACK       -  1%



TOKEN DETAILS

TOKEN NAME

SYMBOL

TOTAL SUPPLY

PLATFORM

FUEL TOKEN

(FUEL)

100 MILLION

BEP-20



ROAD MAP

Q3 2022
Token deployment
Socials
Website
Pre-Sale
Public Launch on PancakeSwap
Coin Gecko Listing
Coin Market Cap Listing
100,000 Holders
Massive marketing
CEX Listing

Q4 2022
5,000,000 social media reach
1,000,000 Holders
KuCoin Listing
Binance Listing
10 additional exchange listings
Partnerships with several
leading gas companies

Q2 2023
25,000,000 social media reach
10,000,000 Holders
Global recognition
Become the leading form of
gasoline payments using all
major blockchain networks

Q1 2023
15,000,000 social media reach
5,000,000 Holders
Mobile App
Listing on all major exchanges
Easy purchase with all global
currencies
Partnerships with ALL leading
gasoline companies
Initial development of cross chain
network technology
Implementation of digital gas
station payments
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